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APPLICATION OF LINEAR ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
‘NTTHE DETECTION OF TRACE AMOUNTS OF

TRANSURANICS IN HASTE BARRELS

ABSTRACT

Electron llnear accelerators (lintics),as sources of
photons and neutrons, can produce a significant number of
fis91GnF?in transuranic “isotopescontained in large barrels nf
waste ❑aterial. Both photons and thermal neutrons have been
used to detect about 1 mg of plutonium in 105-kg matrices, A
sequential Interrogation with neutrons and photons, easily
possible with linacs, can show both fertile and fisslle
constituents among the heavy-mass isotopes. ‘fheadvantages of
li,]acsin solving existing assay problems Include: (1) high
available beam current; (2) variable beam current, beam energy,
pulse width, and pulse repetition frequency; and (3) beam-
scannlng ability. They also are compatible with passive assay
instruments. Their versatility makes it likely that.they wI1l
remain useful as assay technology advances.

1, Intr~duction

The upper limit of specific activity of transuranlc isn-
topes (TRU) allowed in solid wastes that are put Into nnn-
retrlevable storage in Department of Energy (DOE) facilities Is
10 nCi/g,[ll This amount, for e)(ai~ple,corresponds t= 0.16 !P

2hlAm per gram of239PU, 233U, or 0.003 14zofof I,lpgof
❑atrix, In high-density matrices, those about 0.3 E/cti3 or

greater, the natural photon emission from TRU 1s severely
atten~latedand natural neutron emlsslon, such as that from
spontaneous fission of “’”Pu found with the 239Pu, is produced
at low rates that can be dominated by natural background
counts.[2~31 Passive ass~y systems that measure spontaneous
emissions not only requ’lrea reasonable count rate, but are
limited to those isotopes that have natural neutron emissions,
unless the package sizes and densities are small.

Most of the problems associated with passive assay are
eliminated when a souroe of nuclear particles is Introduced
into the waste matrix at sufficiently high ener~ies to produce
fisalons in the TRU that act as ‘signaturesn of their presence,
Such techniques, called active assay, can use natural snurces,
nuolear reactors, or particle beams from aoceleratnrs as
inter?ogatton mbohantsms,

Aooelerators off~r by far the greatest versatility amon~
ohoioea of lnterro~ation methods because they prnduc~ the
largest available flux densities of fast neutrons and photons
and have appreclablo nd.justabtlityIn beam current, ener~y, and
duty oycle, The major disadvantages of accelerators are their
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size and cost, although both of thege have been retiucedIn
recent years, particularly because of the development of
special-purpose machines for ❑edicine OF materials testiru?.
Our research group, ❑ade up of gcienttsts and en~tneers fr~m
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) and EG6G Inr?or-
porated, decided to pursue the use of electron linear
accelerators (ltnacs) as waste assay tools, In thl~ presenta-
tion we will show data and provide further details to demon-
strate the viability and usefulness of linac tec!lnologyIn TRU
wa~te assay.

2. Basic Parameters of Linacs in Waste-Assay Applications

Electron linacs can produce hundreds of milliamperes of
peak electron current at energies from a few MeV to hundreds of
MeV, Energies from about 8 to 20 f4eVlie in the most practical
range for waste a99ay purprrses. The electrons a?e used to
produce bremsstrahlung photon radiation by impinging them on
targets of high-Z material. Neutrons can al.gobe made by al-
lowlng the bremsstrahlung Ehoions to generate (Y,n) and (Y,f)
reactions in ❑ateriuls such IS berylllum or uranium. FiFure 1
shows bremsstrahlung spectra produced as a function of electron
energy for a w~ter-cooled tungsten target. [4] The data are fcir
the DOE/EG&G !+~ac in Santa Barbara, California, shown in FiF.
2. It was this ❑achine that we have used for all the exper’l-
❑ental work we shall describe. Figure 3 shows neutron spectra
produced by tttilslinac using a beryllium target, The spectra
shown are calculations normalized to data obtained at a machine
energy of 27 MeV,

Another Important feature of lit)acs1.stheir pulse struc-
ture, In the Santa Barbara l~nac, the pulse width can be
varied from about 50 ps to about 4 us, and the pulse repetition
rate can go from 300 Hz to 1 Hz or less, Special-purpose
linacs, built for waste assay, cgn be designed fnr the nptlmum
pulse stru< ure needed in their application.

3. Dynamics of Phntnflssinn end Delayed Neutron Production

Ttc bcsl.capproach fo’ this hsrsaytechnique Is to bombard
the waste barrel with eitht- phmtons or neutrons produced by
the lln~c. Let us first deal with the photofission approach,
Because of the hluh photon flux, linacs aan induce a large
number of fiusions among the TF!Uin the ❑atrix. Figure 4 shows
photoflssion cross sections versus photon enerRy for 239Pu,
233U 237NP, 2U1Am, 23BU, and ~32Th1[~] In each c~se the ourve
reac~es a petikaround Ih MeV. Figure 5 shous the product of
tho bremastra

~b
ung spectra from the linac with the oross

section for 2 Pu as a function of photon enargy for different
electron energies, Here km can note that,the ftssicm yield
onntlnues to RO up sigriifioantlyaa the electron enerRy 1-
Inareased, nt 19sst to about 18 MeV, In tact, this tncrpase
oontinucs ❑nre O- less tndeflnltely, but It 1s nocnnrpaniedby a
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corresponding increase in phntoneutron production from roateri-
als in the ❑atrix Itself. Figure 6 shows this effect on 20aPb
and 27A2, Other common materials, like deuterium in hydrogen-
ous matrices and 1% in carbonaceous ❑atrices, hav~ yields
similar to those for lead, Even the most neutrnn-stable
❑aterials, like Iron, sjllcon, etc. will, like aluminum,
produce a large number of photoneutrons when the beam exceeds
about 18 MeV,

The effect of these photmeu~rons Is to generate a large
prompt neut?on flux that cannot be separated practically from
prompt fissicn neutrons. Fortunately, however, TRU fissions
produce a signir’icantnumber of delayed neutrons from particle
decays of some of the fission products. There are six promi-
nent delayed groups with emission half lives varying from about
0.2 to 55 seconds. [51 These youps , their decay constants (P)

23 Pu, are shown in Table I.and yields from fission of The
emission rate of delayed neutrons from photofissiorlis shown in
Fig. 7. Two other expressions are also shown; these are the
important ones for our consideration. The second equation
shown is the delayed neutron yield counted during and long
after the irradiation. In other words, this expression
represents the ❑aximum delayed neutron yield and Is a function
of the total irradiation time. The third expression Rives the
delayed neutron yield when the counting occurs after the
radiation has ce~sed. This value 1s not a function @f the
Irradiation time after about 200 seconds of Irradiation beceuse
the production-decay rate reaches a steady ~tate value. The
importance to waste assay is that +f a reasonable fraction of
the c!elayedneutrons can be countec,ht,wet?nkeam pulses,without
interference from the prompt events, an assay can be continued
for as long as is n~cessary to count a statistically suff_lci9nt
numbm of neutrons.

Another approach that could be used with photoflsslon as9ay
Is to lower .he electron energy such that few photoneutrons are
produced in the.matrix, and attempt to count the prompt flss~on
events in ooincic!encem This method, while possible, is less
practical if sufficient beam energy is evallable, because :he
delayed neutron yield pm beam elec~ron at high enerRl~s, such
as 12 or 14 Mdv, ‘1s comparabl~ with the prompt fission yield at
low energies, suoh as ‘1or 8 MeV.

4. Phocoftssion Experimental Results

Figure 8 is a photograph of the experim9ntnl arr~ngement,we
used for delayed neutron oountin~ after phetoflssion. A poly-
ethylene chamber for neutron ❑operation contained a 55-gallon
(208 liter) barrel tnat Is a standard w~~t9 container through-
out the DOE and Amerloar?Industrial cnmplexes. Pressurized 3~e

gas proportional uounters were placed In tho moderetor to cnunt
the thermallzed neutrons prusent ~t any ttme. k .yptcal
deteotor is shown in Ftg. 9.
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In our first complete photofissicm assay study, we took
advantage of existing electronics for amplifizakion and
processing of the detector signals, and we were constrained to
locate the detection geometry in the high room background
conditions of the linac accelerator chamber itself. Because of
these limitations we chose to count neutrons emitted and
thermalized after the radiation ended. A typical detector
signal is shown In Fig. 10 for a l-g plutonium gample at 14 MeV
electron energy. The total counts are the sum under this
curve, Figure 11 shows a set of 18-MeV data for a 105-kg
❑atrix of aluminum scrap containing various mas9e9 of
plutonium, Here we can see the detection limit, where the
signal to background becomes difficult to discern, is about 1
mg of plutonium, or less than 1 nCi/g of ❑atrix.

We have begun a similar study with better electronics in
which we will count delayed neutrons between llnac pulses. We
expect improvements in total counts of aLout a factor of 10 for
5-reinIrradiations. Some preliminary data indicate that the
prompt events require about 1 ❑s after each pulse to die away
to background levels, If we assume, then, a steady state pro-
duction of delayed neutrons and a 300-Hz pulsing rate, we can
expect to count about 70 percent of the available neutrons
(xeighted by the detection efficiency, which Is typically about
0,2).

5. Thermal Neutron Fission Experimental Results

Figure 12 iS a photograph of’the detection geometry used
for thermal-neutron activation of the TRU in the waste barrel.
The detection ❑ethod LS the ‘differential die awaylltech-

[EI1 A set of data,nique[71 dlscussec in the previous paper.
similar to those from the photofission study, are shown In Fig.
13, The electron blarnenergy was 8 MeV. Here again, the
detection limit is WP1l below 10 nC1/g; in fact, it is less
than 1 nCi/g,

6, IlatrixEffects for Photon and Neutron Interrozatlcm

Inducing fissions by either photons or neutr~ns Is compli-
cated somewhat by the effect of the matrix which contains th{:
T;{U, The ❑atrix affect, fortunately, is not too severe for
typical ❑aterlal,sfor either type of Interrogation, and is
different for photons than for neutrons, For neutrons the two
❑ost serious problems are the presence In the matrix of good
absorbing ❑aterials, such ns boron and cadmium, and the mGsklnp
effect of TRU m~sses that absorb neutrons In their outer sur-
faces, thereby preventing access to their interiors. Only in
the case where a large amount of oadmium and boron was nddod to
the ❑atrix did the results vary ❑uch. From the shape of the
plutonium oxide in our sample oapsuleu, we estimated the effect
of surfaoe n,bsorptionof neutrons by the pluto,ilumand
calculated effective ❑asses bf plutonium for the various
i,rrndiatlons. Not only did the ourve of counts versus
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plutonium ❑ass become a linear function, showing the basic
validity of the correction, but the necesgary corrections are
small for amounts corresponding to about 10 nCi/g or less.

Figure 14 shows results from a ❑atrix study we did for
photofission. The chamber used was smaller than the large
barrel counter, but the results can be 9caled with reasonable
certainty. The data indiczte that no~e of the matrix effects
are particularly large for common ❑aterials, Some effect of
neutron absorption can be surmised from the pyrex glass (con-
taining boron) d-tap since it gives a somewhat lower yield than
expected. In a converse ❑anner, the polyethylene ❑atrix prob-
ably gives a higher yield because It increases the amount of
moderating ❑aterial in the whole assembly.

When both photon and thermal neutron interrogations are
used for the s~me ❑atrix, we can expect that the photons will
penetrate to any TRU that is ❑asked to neutrons by lt~elf o“
some other material. The neutrons, conversely, will help
compensate for any photon logscs due to ❑atrix variations by
their lack of strong dependence on the electrrm density of the
❑atrix atoms.

7. Photon and Neutron Interrogation in the Same Assay Geometry

One of the most powerful ways in which a linac can be used
for waste assay is in a mode where thermal neutron and photon
irradiation of the ❑atrix can be performed in sequence bith
little or no change in the detecting geometry, The mein
reasons for this ❑etklodare that thermal neutron interrogation
can clearly Identify the presence @f fisslle ❑aterials and
photofiss{on can Identify any heavy mass fertil~ congt,itutents.
In combination the fraction flssile and the fraction fertile
can be deturminad. This type of assay 1s very Important for
certain classes of waste, such a soil samples which conta’in
large amounts of natur~~luranium and thorium, waste containing
large amounts of americium and nfiptunlum,and waste with larFe
uncertain~ies on the TRU species in it. In this last case lt
❑ay also be necessary to use additional assay tezhnlques, such
as an anaiysis of the fissicm product gases, [g]to gather
further information on the species constituents.

He have begun a study of the ssquentir,linterrogat’l~rl
met,h~d(SIM) ~~ing a beryllium target that cian be moved Into or
out uf the beam of photons from the linac bremsstrahlung tar-
Set , In some of the work we have oounted delayed neutrons from
botn types of fission; in other cases we have counted neutrons
In the differerltialdieaway ❑ethod and dela~’edneutrons from
photofission. Although the study Is not oomplete, we have seen
large inoreasea in the phc:of’isslonsignal with the presence of
23%, as an example, in the same tr~trixwith plutonil~m,while
the neutron-induoed signal was virtually unchanged. Figure 15
shows a schematic layout of a possible detector goom(!tryfor
SIM assay, The f~’aturesof this Keometry are these: first,
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sufficient moderator and reflecting ❑aterial to give the ther-
❑al neutrons a long persistence (araund 0.5 ❑s or longer half
life) in the chamber; second, a rei,sonably large counting ef-
ficiency for r,cutronsfrom the TRU fissions, and third, relia-
ble electronics that can recover in a few tens of microseconds
after each linac burgt. Notice that the detectors are shielded
from thermalized room neutrons and are shielded from therma-
lized interrogation neutrons. The outer shielding is to lower
the background irlthe photofisslon ❑ode; the inner shielding is
to allow the differential dieaway technique to function. Since
both thermal neutrons and photons from linacs independently can
assay TRU at well below 10 nCi/g, we expect a SIM approach to
have at least 10 nCi/g sensitivity as well.

8. Other Advantages of Linac Interrogation

Besides the demonstrated sensitivity and the potential for
SIM assay in linac mekhwls, these sytems offer other advantages
in waste management applications. First of all, they are com-
patible with passive counting systems, They can use the same
or similar detection systemg and electronic processing, since
most passive system assaying large containers will also
utilize neutron detection. Second, they have energy
variability and control of beam current. Both can be important
in shortening assay time, Energy variability could be useful
in species identification because of variatl.onsin fission
thresholds and cross sections among TRU species. Third, they
are capable of assaying large packages, such as ltsix-packsnof
waate barrels or lar~e crates. This is both because of the
high intens’ltiesavailable from the interrogating beams and
because of the potential for sweeping the beam across the
package. Fourth, the beam sweeping can be used to scan
containers to locate contaminated portion~ of the volume that
can sunet’lmesbe removed for recycling or to reduce the overall
volume to below 10 nCi/~, Fifth, SIM agsay, which is prBctical
only with electron accelerators, will minimize the effects of
the waste ❑atrix on the assay. Sixth, ❑atrices with high FLY

backgrounds can be assayed with no changes in fleometryother
than additional lead shielding, Tncreased cosmic-ray back-
grounds, slRniflcant for pa~~ive system~ or those with ❑arginal
count rate~, would have little effect,on the assay. Seventh,
linacs can be used in counting and coincidence n~say techniques
that take advantage of their pulse structure, which can be
vnrled in frequency and pulse width, The linac, then has
vernatlli,tythat oan be used effectively when future assay
problems begin to be identified, It is not like~y to become
ohs.oleteas an assay instrument.

The continuing LASL program is undertaking applications
research in these seven areas as well aa in advanced detoctlon
SYStMIIS tbEit can eXplOit the lina~ aCtj,Veinterrogation
approach to waste assay.
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Fig, 4, Photofission cross sections versus energy for various
TRU species.
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TABLE I

DELAYED NEUTRON DECAY CONSTANTS
AND YIELDS FROM FAST (FISSION
SPECTRUM) NEUTRON-INDUCED

FISSION OF 28’Pu

Delayed I$leutron

-1

:)
(i

PI

(1/s)

0,0129
0,0311
(),134
().331
1,~~

3.21

y]

(~eutron/fission)

0.00024
0.00176
0.00136
0,()()207
().0()065
oi(yw
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‘d
: Rp f3,(l-e ‘XI f~)e-hI id

Rd ❑ The er~isslon rote of delayedneufrcns (n/s)

‘P : Fission rote (ftss tons/s)

where

P, * absolute yield of the t!h deloyed
neutron qjroup (n/ fls510n)

Al = decay const Gnl of the Ith group

tr : Irrodlo!lon tlmc (s), and

td c decoy time (s)

NT x : ~1 Rp 1, ‘0, C0631 Rptr
l-l

NJ E The !0!01 yield o! deloyed ne~!rons

NA B Rp ~,’1@l/ Al’ 00922 Rp

NA s Deloyed neutrons after Irrodltytlon

(1/s)

F~g, 7, Emissicn rate of delayed neutrons from photofission.
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Fig , 8, Photograph of’delayed neutron counting geometry,
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the DOE/EO&Glinao.
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Fig. 12, Differential dieaway deteotion Reometry,
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Fig. 14. Relative delayed neutron counts versus ❑ass f’rom Pu
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